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CDE Round Table is an occasional

publication reflecting discussions held

on key contemporary topics

The future of South African
universities:

What role for business?
Part One

On 18 February 1998 30 people met at the

invitation of the Centre for Development

and Enterprise for the first of two rouml

table discussions on the role of business in

the future of South African universities.

Participants included university lead

ers, public policy makers, advisers and

other experts in higher education, and

business people closely concerned with

issues in this sector.

The first round table sets the scene,

identifies major issues in the university

seclor and develops a situation report.

Against this background CDE's next round

table discussion will focus more direclly on

issues relating to business strategies.

This is an edited version of the day's

discussion. A number of experts had been

asked to prepare short lead-in papers, and
extracts from these are sUl1lmarised in the

main text. Key points which emerged are

presented in a summary.

, Where is the vision? What is the country
trying to achieve in and through its

universities, and in the higher education
system as a whole? ~
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Summary of

key points
Vision and honesty

• South Africa does not have a national

vision for its higher education sector. What

is the country trying to achieve?

• The size and shape of the higher edu

cation system must be reappraised. BUT this

topic cannot easily be raised because to do

so is perceived as racism.

• There are too many 'universities' but

not enough institutions to respond to the

country's development needs.

• Higher education must serve many dif

ferent needs in our complex society. There

must be flexibility for each institution to
carve out its own niche.

• We pretend to have 21 universities

when in fact we do nol. Many graduates are

excluded from consideration for jobs

because they come from such poor quality
institutions.

• We need a very thorough debate about

excellence and equity. What do these terms

really mean in a university context'? Can

they be pursued si-multaneously'?

• It is totally unrealistic and extremely

dangerous to assume that the same degree of
excellence can be achieved in all 21 univer

sities. Government policy and funding has to

reflect this reality.

• We need effective strategies to draw on

and develop the widest pool of talent avail

able among all South Africans if we are to

become an internationally competitive
nation.

• Should all universities be expected to

make good the deficiencies of the school

system?

• Education as a whole seems to be a

7 sector which has not yet recognised the

inescapable need for tough choices.

Participants in the round table

Monique Adams, Senior Divisional Human

Resources Manager, Anglo

American Corporation

Dr Nasima Badsha, Deputy Director

General (Higher Education),

Department of Education

Reg Berkowitz, Director: Corporate

Affairs, Investec

Ann Bernstein, Executive Director, Centre

for Development and Enterprise

Professor Colin Bundy, Vice Chancellor,

University of the Witwatersrand

Dr Nico Cloete, Director, Centre for Higher
Education Transformation

Professor Donald Ekong, Scholar-in

residence, Ford Foundation

Office, Johannesburg; and former

Secretary General, Association of
African Universities
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Mike Ellis, Education spokesman,

Democratic Party

Brian Figaji, Rector, Peninsula Technikon

Jannie Gagiano, Department of Political

Science, Stellenbosch University

Jenny Glennie, Director, SA Institute for
Distance Education

Andre Hamersma, General Manager:

Public Affairs, Standard Bank

Professor Douglas Irvine, Senior

Associate, Centre for Development

and Enterprise

David Katzke, Deputy Vice Chancellor

(Finance), University of Fort Hare

Margie Keeton, Chief Executive, Anglo
American and De Beers

Chairman's Fund
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Facts, figures, trends

• The state secondmy school system is

the grave-digger of black aspirations. From

1994 to ] 997, the matric coh0l1 grew by well

over five percent per annum, but university

entrance passes dropped from 88 000 to

69000. More black students came into the

higher education system during the last few

years of apm1heid than during the first three

or four years of the new democratic regime.

• A huge bulge in potential university

entrants was predicted in the early 1990s.

This has not materialised. Overall student

numbers are declining, particularly at

historically black universities. The bulge has

developed at the level of school-leaven; who

do not qualify for university entrance. These

young South Africans, with unfulfilled

expectations, are likely to pose political

problems.

Thembile Kulati, Project Co-ordinater,

Centre for Higher Education
Transformation

Professor Carole lewis, Dean, Faculty of

Law, University of the
Witwatersrand

Don Macey, Manager: Standard Bank
Foundation

Professor Anthony Melck, acting Vice
Chancellor, Unisa

Dr Teboho Moja, Special Adviser to the
Minister of Education

Professor Njabulo Ndebele, Vice

Chancellor, University of the North

Dr Mamphela Ramphele, Vice Chancellor,

University of Cape Town

Dr Jairam Reddy, Chairman, National

Commission on Higher Education
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• African students now comprise at least

25 percent of the intake at all so-called his

torically white universities, with only one

exception. At some of these institutions

black students now outnumber whites. By

contrast, some historically black institutions

do not have a single white student; and

others have velY few.
• African enrolments are concentrated in

the human and social sciences. Africans

account for less than 30 percent of enrol

ments in the natural sciences - a ve,y broad

categOlY which includes medicine, dentistry,

agriculture, architecture, and others.

Financial realities

• South African universities are still

funded according to a pre-1994 formula.

Successive governments have been unable to

finance the full amount. Over the past

Dr Nick Segal, Public Affairs Director,

Anglovaal

Professor Andrew Sillen, Director:

Development Office, University of

Cape Town

Professor Charles Simkins, Department of

Economics, University of the
Witwatersrand

Roger Smythe, Human Resources

Manager, Siemens

Dr Rolf Stumpf, President, Human Sciences
Research Council

Koos van Heerden, Training Manager:
Organisational Development Unit,

Amplats

Helen Zille, Director of Communication,

University of Cape Town
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decade actual allocations have fallen from

80 percent to about 64 percent of the for

mula entitlement. A new financing system

will be a major factor determining the

future of our universities, but the formula

has yet to be developed.

• The way the university subsidy works

is demand-driven, deters innovation, dis

courages institutional responsiveness and

accountability. Universities lack resources

to institute new programmes because only

existing student enrolments are subsidy

earning; and when a new programme is

launched it takes two years for the subsidy

to come through. Nor does the subsidy

recognise or fund academic support pro

grammes or bridging courses which are

essential to overcome poor schooling.

• The financial crisis in higher educa

tion is compounded by:

• costly duplications and tripl ications of

facilities reflecting the fragmentation of

the apartheid era

• large numbers of under-prepared students

who often take six or seven years to com

plete a three-year degree

• some 400 000 students in universities,

the most expensive form of higher educa

tion, and only about half that number in

technikons

• expensive methods of delivery, largely

face to face and residential, together with

a distance education sector noted for its

cost -inefficiencies.

• Regional cooperation among universi

ties is badly needed - but there will be

little cooperation in rationalising faculties,

library resources, information technology

and research development unless both stick

and carrot are used.

Making the system effective
• There is a crucial lack of unifying

leadership to bring government policies

together. Policy for the educational sector
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has been developed independently of

GEAR, and its broad macroeconomic and

employment goals.
• Government does not have a national

human resource development policy, nor do

public expenditure priorities encourage the

development of high level skills needed in

a competitive global economy.
• South Africa needs a human resource

development policy in which the role of

tertiary education is understood, and to

which universities, technikons and other

further education institutions contribute as

parts of a rational system.

• The Higher Education Act makes pro

vision for the Minister to reconfigure the

institutional landscape, but the power of the

minister over individual institutions is a

sensitive issue. What role will the Council

for Higher Education play? Will its repre

sentative nature allow it to make tough

policy choices'?
• The Minister's role must be to steer

the system of higher education within an

agreed framework, demanding accountabli

ty and using incentives and disincentives

as instruments in rationalising the system.

This can't be done without reliable manage

ment information.

• Critical weaknesses and gaps exist in

the management information and statistics

needed to plan and administer the system

of higher education effectively. Getting the

information system right must be a top

priority .
• Government's transformation frame

work for higher education has been
described as the most ambitious and com

prehensive in the world - BUT is there

sufficient capacity to carry it through?

• University facilities must be used

more efficiently. In many cases students are

on expensive campuses for only 28 weeks

of the year. Plant is under-utilised, together

with the accompanying infrastructure
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including maintenance staff. Elite
institutions and all their facilities should be

open 18 hours a day for 365 days a year!

• No big business organisation in

this country expects to increase its employ

ment. People must be taught to take their
careers into their own hands. We must learn

from experiments in other parts of the world

which are attempting to inculcate entrepre

neurial values through education.
• South Africa must deal with its terri

ble legacy of apartheid, but the other chal

lenges facing higher education are common

throughout the world.

The African experience

• Since the 1980s higher education in
much of Africa has been in crisis.

Universities depend almost entirely on

state subventions. Faltering national
economies resulted in drastic reductions in

funding. With enormous pressures for
access, enrolments continued to rise.
Even so universities could not accommo

date explosive increases in the number of

school leavers qualifying for university
entrance.

• As subsidies declined, the first things

to go were academic services, followed by

cuts to research funds, library acquisitions,

staff development, teaching facilities,

equipment, and infrastructural mainte

nance. Frustrated by the worsening acade

mic environment, talented staff began to

leave, the quality of instruction declined,

and gifted students are increasingly reluc
tant to consider academic careers.

• Large subsidies and financial support

for students were accepted as necessary by

both colonia] and post-independence gov
ernments; but universal direct maintenance

grants or indirect support through virtually

free services led to inefficiency, waste and

corruption.

• Universities' responses to the crisis
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were generally inadequate. Many universi

ty managers simply looked to government

to solve their problems. More creative

management could have saved them from

the deplorable decline which has taken

place in so many countries.

Business

• Business has long played a role in the

education sector through its corporate

social involvement funds, bursary schemes,

and other forms of support for individual

institutions. Business wants a stable, mod

ern society which works efficiently in all

spheres, and outputs from the education

system are crucially important to business's

own competitiveness

• Higher education receives a dispro

portionately high investment from business

relative to the overall spectrum of society's

needs. The business sector is unlikely to
commit additional intellectual and finan

cial resources without clarity of purpose

and a sense of forward movement in higher
education.

• At present, most captains of industry

are likely to express deep concern about

what they see in the university sector. They

see crises; a lack of clarity about funding;

duplication where there should be differen

tiation playing to local opportunities and

particular strengths; they see a shambles in

governance. Confidence has to be restored.

• There are already many points of con

tact between various businesses and higher

education, though not in an organised way.

These separate initiatives should be

brought together more closely. The next

step may be to move towards establishing a
forum in which business and universities

can address issues of mutual concern - but

the degree of formality must be thought

through, as well as the pros and cons of a
single national forum or a number of
different forums.
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The round table discussion

Education seems

to be a sector

which has not yet

recognised the

inescapable need

for tough

choices.

The day began with a discussion of the

changing role of universities as they face

the dual imperati ves of excellence and

equity. This was rollowed by a closer look

at current facts, figures and trends in the

university sector; financial constraints; and

the nature of the emerging system as it is

likely to be shaped by policy and the wider

Introduction

Introducing the day's discussion, Ann

Bel"nstein noted that CDE was set up in

]995 with a very simple idea: that democ

racies need independent think tanks which

can work on critical national issues and

then try to influence the public pol icy

debate. CDE thrives on discussion and vig

orous debate. It commissions research by

experts, brings people together to discuss

issues freely, listens to different points of

view. CDE then makes up its own mind on
what it thinks would be best for the coun

try, and puts rorward policy proposals to

decision makers and the wider public.
The round table format is one device

CDE uses to get an overview of a complex

issue. Education is a new rield for CDE,

which it enters through this discussion on

the universities by experts and key players.

Looking at the policy literature on edu

cation, four points can be made at the out
set:

• Policy debates in particular sectors

such as housing, health or education are

remarkably insular. Educationists talk to

educationists, health specialists to health

specialists, and so on. It is critically

important to talk across sectors. Through

this round table CDE aims to bring issues

about the universities into the wider

national debate.
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environment. A paper on lessons from the

Arrican experience rounded off the morn

ing session. Discussion then focused on the

specific issues or institutional transronna

tion, the implications fi)r research, and

university autonomy. In the concluding

session, business concerns in the rield of

higher education were raised.

• Ileading the pol icy literature on edu

cation is like taking a trip into the past.

This is still an area of great ideal ism,

scarcely related to current debates around

macro-economic policy and the growth,

employment and redistribution strategy,
GEAR. Education on the whole seems to

be a sector wh ich has not yet recognised

the inescapable need for tough choices.

• There is much talk of redress in high

er education, both for individuals and for

institutions. Redress for individuals in par

ticular contexts is clearly necessary. But
what does redress mean for institutions'?

Throwing money at them'? Here we surely
face some difficult decisions about what is

in the public interest.

• 'Cooperative governance' for this sec

tor seems to be widely accepted as unprob

lematical. It is a woolly concept, which

seems to deny politics, deny interests, and

most importantly to deny that hard choices

must be made. It is misguided to imagine

that cooperative governance will solve all

the problems and challenges.

A final impression: There are lots of

plans, many documents - but where is the

vision'? What is the country trying to

achieve in and through its universities,

and in the higher education system as a
whole'?
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The changing role of universities

Professor Charles Simkins began by

observing that a major theme which can be

traced f"rom classical antiquity onwards is

the need f()r a specialist protected site for

natural and human studies. But, unless

external recognition of this site and its own

internal operations meet in a favourahle

conjunction, universities are unlikely to

match aspiration with performance. The

long-standing view that only a 'natural

aristocracy' of intellect and sensibility

should be eligible to participate in this

enterprise is another cri tical point of refer

ence in thinking ahout the place of"univer

sities in the wider system of higher and

further education. In this century the 'pro

tected site' has been exposed to severe ide

ological and political pressures in many

countries. Demands from other directions

have also profoundly af"f"ected the changing
nature and role of"universities. Since 1945

three new developments in particular have

shaped the modern debate:

• the expansion or 'rnassi f"ication' of

higher education,

• rapid technological change, and

• expectat ions of"expanded life
chances.

The expansion of"universities, with

substantial increases in f"unding and stu

dent grants, was made possible by rapid

economic growth in the West in the years

hetween 1945 and the early 1970s.

Universities everywhere are now in a

period of"f"iscal austerity, and have to

diversify their sources of"income; including

drawing down on students' f"uture earnings

through various loan schemes. For

instance, in the late 1980s Australia

replaced f"ree higher education with a
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contrihution scheme whereby students pay

f"ees or take out income-contingent loans.

The laller was in f"act a model for the South

African student loan system introduced by

the Independent Development Trust and

the Tertiary Education Fund of"SA

(TEFSA) in 1991. For a variety of"reasons,

including the universities' own stake in

students' future earnings, there is a much

sharper interest today in graduates' eco

nomic prospects.

The second factor shaping the dehate is

technological change, and conceptions of"
how this comes about. Economists in the

1930s used to think of innovation as a

rather peculiar thing that either happened

as a consequence of new ideas or didn't,

which could not be produced reliably to

order. Nowadays a more mechanistic theory
of innovation and technical advance tends

to prevail, which emphasises resource

inputs into research and development

work, with the expectation that this will

lead to reliable outputs. This has an impor

tant bearing on f"unding, and the ways in

which universities operate.

The third f"actor which has shaped con

temporary views about the role of"universi

ties in society is the expectation that pub

lic pol icy shou Id be directed towards

expanding people's lif"e chances in general

- in large part a legacy of the post 1945

welfare state in Western Europe. This was

closely tied up with the expansion of high

er education, which was seen as creating

unprecedented opportunities f"orindividual
social and economic advancement.

In brief, this is the contemporary inter

national and national background to our
discussion.
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The size and

shape of the

higher education

system must be

reappraised. Do

we want what

we've got?

Excellence and equity?

Dr Mamphela Ramphele advanced the

proposition that if we seek excellence we

have no choice but to pursue equity simul

taneously. Although excellence and equity

are often thought of as incompatible, South

Africa cannot promote excellence within

the university system without paying seri

ous attention to issues of equity and

redress at both institutional and individual

levels.

In talking about equity we need to know

what national vision South Africa is pursu

ing in the university or higher education

system. Until we are clear about that

vision, it will be very difficult to make

tough choices about how we allocate scarce

resources. A national vision for higher edu

cation has yet to be defined. Had this been

done by the National Commission on

Higher Education (NCHE), government

would now be in a position to insist that

each university should define its mission

as required by the Act. But a mission must

be defined within a context - and we don't

know what size or shape is envisaged for

the system.

Ability is randomly spread throughout

the population. How do we identify the tal
ented 'natural aristocrats' if we draw on

only a very narrow band in society?

Apartheid excluded the vast majority from

access to opportunities. We must develop

strategies with specific targets to draw on

the widest pool of talent available if we are

to become an internationally competitive

nation.

Most South African universities are now

attracting talented students from a great

variety of backgrounds. VCT for example
has students from zero income families

who have been identified as having the

potential to succeed. Like a number of

other universities, VCT has developed

strategies to ensure that talented students

are brought in and then helped to achieve
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through a very targeted academic develop

ment programme. Requirements for a stim

ulating teaching and learning environment

are constantly being re-assessed. However,

all of this entails a huge commitment of

resources - with no direct state support for
these endeavours.

University staff profiles are problemati

cal. Within the system as a whole some

thing like 90 percent of full professors are
white men. Good intentions and laissez

faire evolutionary approaches are insuffi

cient to achieve employment equity. Here

too universities need clear strategic plans

backed by appropriate resources, and an

institutional culture which supports the

development of new talent, with targets

and time-frames to measure change.

Employment equity is a national strate

gic priority for economic, political and

social reasons. Business is used to the

idea of setting targets, developing appro

priate strategies and allocating resources

to support those strategies. When it comes

to employment equity, this is somehow

considered inappropriate. Why is there

such resistance to the Employment Equity

Bill? The Bill sensibly avoids quotas,

recognises that there are real obstacles in

achieving employment equity, but requires
businesses and institutions to demonstrate

that they are serious about making

progress over time.

This seems as moderate an approach as

can be expected in South Africa.

South Africa has to invest in the devel

opment of its people. Given that the devel

opment of blacks and women in particular

was previously neglected that is where our
focus has to be.

Discussion

• Higher education needs a coherent

national vision, but we are in no position to

develop a detailed blueprint for the system.
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• We mustn't confuse a national vision

with centralised planning and prescrip

tion: There are opportunities for institu

tions to carve out their own niches, since

many roles are possible. Let each institu

tion think about its context, its resource

base, and what it can do that will give it a

unique edge.

• To create a new generation of intel

lectuals and ensure that a significant
number remain in the academic domain

we need a shared national vision. Strate

gies to transform institutional culture,

and identify and retain people of promise

are critically dependent on a sense of

what our universities are about. Are they

to be development universities, as in

Africa in the 1960s and 70s, or agents of

a technological revolution, the vision

which under-pinned the expansion of

polytechnics in Britain?

• Excellence and equity cost money.

Is it possible to talk sensibly about either

or both while assuming that South Africa

can continue Lo sustain 21 universities

and 15 technikons? The size and shape of

the higher education system must be

reappraised. Do we want what we've got?

The mere fact that a system has been

imposed on us by the past doesn't mean
that it should remain.

• Any discussion of the size and shape

of the university system, and the need for

diversity, is fraught with controversy.

There isn't the political space to talk

about these topics. The politically correct

assumption that all 21 universities are (or

should be) of the same kind and equal,

and that the existing institutional land

scape is unalterable, is a crippling con

straint on the development of healthy

policy discourse.

• The higher education system needs

rationalisation, but the NCHE avoided

making any recommendation on the num

ber of universities. The Minister will have

to work up a lot of courage to deal with

the question - or pass it on to the new
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Council for Higher Education (CHE),

which could delay any decision for

another three or four years. In any case,

the CHE is only an advisory body, and in

the end the Minister will have to grasp
the nettle.

• A wise government will say that we

are going to be a globally competitive

nation, and tough choices flow from that,

including choices about the allocation of

funds in our education system

• Are there effective strategies to

bring talented black people into the aca

demic environment? With" our limited

resources, this poses a huge financial

challenge in providing student support,

attracting and retaining academic staff.

Education is no longer regarded as a

noble profession, and academic salaries

can't compete with those in the public or

private sectors. Given the shortage of top

level skills, and the fierce competition for

black academics among universities,

business and government, salary differen

tiation may be the only solution.

• Cooperative governance and part

nerships between universities, business

and government point towards forms of

collaboration beyond the traditional

insularity of higher education. Properly

managed, cooperative governance could
be an efficient and effective mechanism

for the higher education system as well as

individual institutions. But cooperative

governance can only work if issues of

management capacity are addressed with

in government and in individual institu

tions. However, in this respect South

Africa is currently going through a

process of over-correction as a reaction to

the authoritarianism of the past.
• Until the 1990s business in South

Africa had less incentive to become

actively involved in education, training

and development It was protected from

exposure to international competition in

various ways including cartels, high tariff

barriers - and sanctions. The world is
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now very different. Any organisation that

wants to survive as a serious participant in

its seclor has to invest in people.

• Universities which are prepared to

seize opportunities, establish priorities and

produce results, will find partners in the

business community willing to support

innovat ion and change.

Facts~ figures and trends

There are critical

weaknesses and

gaps in the

management

information

needed to plan

and administer

higher education

effectively.

Dr Rolf Stumpf noted that South Africa's

post-secondary education information sys

tem (SAPSE) has virtually collapsed.

Official figures are available only up 10

1994. Trends and projections therefore

have to be derived from patchy inf(mnation

supplemented by guesswork.

The number of school leavers qualifying

for university entrance has declined signif

icantly. Alarmist discussions at the NCHE

that a huge bulge of students was about to

arrive at the doors of our universities have

not been borne ouL. At rhe historically

black institutions, some analyses suggest

that enrolments actually decreased from

1995 through to 1997. To some extent this

may reflect a shift to the historically white

institutions, but enrolment figures at the

latter confirm that the expected hordes of

students have not materialised. While the

number of 'pass only' students who could

potentially press for admission to tech

nikons has increased, it seems unlikely

that the projected growth of student num

bers in higher education will materialise

by 2005. Who could have foreseen the col

lapse of our secondary school system'?

Learner forecast figures for 1997 to

2005 project an annual increase of 4,8 per

cent in total secondary school pupil num

bers. This reinforces the view that any

growth in university enrolments will be

considerably lower than the annual growth

of 6,1 percent that universities experienced
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Chart 2: Full time equivalent enrolments for universities in 1994
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from 1987 through to ] 993, and far less

than the annual growt h rate of 17,2 percent

experienced by technikons during the

same period.

African students now comprise at least

25 percent of the intake at all so-called

historically white universities, with the

exception of Stellenbosch (Chart 1). At

some of these institutions - of which Natal

University is a good example - black stu

dents now outnumber whites. By contrast,

some historically black institutions do not

have a single white student; and others

have very few. Are two different sets of

universities emerging: one group consisting

of multiracial institutions, and another of

single race institutions'? Should this be

happening'? Will higher education authori

ties develop policies in this regard or sim

ply say that is the way things are, and

leave it at that?

FTE (full time equivalent) enrolments

for 1994 in 18 out of the 21 universities

are shown in Chart 2. Statisties for

Transkei, Venda and North West are not

available. The human sciences accounted

for about 75 percent of all enrolments,

compared to 25 percent for the natural sci

ences. The figures have presumably not

changed meaningfully in the past three

years, and may have worsened marginally.

The 'natural sciences', it must be noted,

constitute a very broad category which

includes not only the obvious fields but

also medicine, dentistry, agriculture, archi

tecture, and others. In the human sciences,

African enrolments exceed those of whites.

Less than :30 percent of African FTE enrol

ments are in the natural sciences. (Tech

nikons might be expected to present a dif

ferent picture from the universities, but in

fact are not appreciably better.) Within the

natural sciences the very low proportion of
female students is further cause for con

cern. While this concentration on the

humanities and social sciences is typical of

developing countries as university systems

open up, we must ensure that this doesn't

carryon into successi ve student genera
tions.

By contrast with the racial profile of the

student population, a very high proportion
of the staff at universities andtechnikons

are white; even the historically black insti

tutions, by and large, continue to be staffed

by whites.

Are universities using resources effi

ciently? Are student/staff ratios in our

higher education system cost-effective?

What are academically acceptable ratios'?

Are universities

effectively

rationalising the

number of

programmes and

courses that they

offer?
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On 1994 figures, universities have about

] 8 student FTEs for every instructional!

research staff FTE. (Technikons, with a

more selective menu of programmes, have

about 30:1) Are universities effectively

rationalising the number of programmes

and courses that they offer'? Many institu

tions have been cUlling back on existing

programmes, but applications for the intro

duction of new degree and diploma courses

are still coming to the Association of

Universities and Technikons (AUT) in

large numbers.
Both universities and technikons must

take a hard look at what constitutes a

meaningful menu of programmes.

Finance: Realities and constraints

The current

subsidy formula

for universities is

inappropriate and

unsatisfactory.

Professor Anthony Melcl~ noted that the

current subsidy formula for universities is

inappropriate and unsatisfactory in a num

ber of respects. It is largely demand

driven, not proactive, with resources being

channelled into areas of the greatest

demand in terms of weighted student num

bers. Moreover, since well before 1994

successive governments have been unable

to finance the full formula amount. Over

the past decade the amount actually allo

cated has drifted downwards from 80 per

cent to about 64 percent of the formula

entitlement. Due to different levels of fund

ing between universities in the past, the

pool of funds was apportioned to particular

institutions in an essentially ad hoc way. It

is now allocated on a uniform basis, but

this creates its own set of problems.

The formula, which was designed for

the old 'white' group of universities, does
not accommodate new realities such as the

quality of entering students' schooling

(pass and failure rates were built into the

formula and universities are penalised for

high failure rates), or the fact that the his

torically black universities' previous bud

getary bases had not allowed them to accu
mulate reserves on which to draw.

The NCHE recommended a radical

change in the approach to funding: in

effect a manpower planning approach

where targeted numbers would be identi
fied for the different forms of education
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and financed specifically. However, it

seems that no further work has been done

on this concept. In fairness it should be

said that it is extremely difficult to arrive

at a satisfactory formula. The manpower

planning approach, for instance, also has

deficiencies because outputs don't neces

sarily conform to inputs and planning cate

gories (for example, you aim to produce

engineers, but many engineering graduates

end up as managers).

The state of the economy as a whole

and the government's macroeconomic

policy are major constraints on the higher

education system. Less funding is avail

able for education, even though student

numbers are growing throughout the

system. This has been amply demonstrated

in the provinces and in the schools, and

universities face this too. For the time

being, the funding level for universities
has remained constant and indications are

that it will continue so for the coming bud

getary year. In part this may be due to

political pressure by students. But univer
sities are in financial crisis. The financial

challenges must be addressed creatively

and with a sense of urgency.

Discussion

• The state secondary school system is

the grave-digger of black aspirations. In

the period from 1994 to 1997, while the

matric cohort was growing by well over five

N U \1 B E H T W' 0 ] (} () II
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percent per annum, the number of univer

sity entrance passes dropped from 88 000

to 69 000.

• More black students carne into the

higher education system during the last few

years of apartheid than during the first three

or four years of the new democratic regime.

This could be a major political issue in the
next election.

• Universities and technikons have

gained some breathing space, in a tragic

way which no one foresaw, because they are

not facing massive growth in student num

bers at this point. But there are huge needs

in the further education sector, and these

will become even greater. What progress is

being made in that area?

• Australia, with a total population of

] 8 million, has about 600 000 university

students and 1,6 million in further educa

tion; in South Africa this is reversed.

• The way the university subsidy works

actively deters innovation. Universities lack

the resources to institute new programmes

precisely because no subsidy-earning stu

dents are currently registered in those areas,

and after launching a new programme uni

versities wait two years for the subsidy to

corne through. Nor does the subsidy recog

nise or fund academic support programmes

or bridging courses which are essential to

overcome poor schooling. The subsidy for

mula rewards the sausage machine

approach, and discourages real institutional

responsiveness and accountability.

• What are the universities actual1y pro

ducing? We need to know about productivity

and efficiency, not least in terms of the

kinds of graduates coming out of particular
institutions. This is where the debate about

redress should be focused - not to make

everyone look the same but to create a

diversity of institutions effectively fulfilling
different needs.

• There has to be some real honesty in

the university sector about the nature and

quality of qualifications offered by particu

lar institutions, because these affect the
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kinds of opportunities open to their gradu

ates. Young people are being tragically mis

led if they think that all qualifications are

equally valuable.
• An intellectual elitism about what

institutions called 'universities' are, or

ought to be, bedevils the debate. In

Britain, the freeing up of polytechnics to

call themselves universities was a healthy

development. Suddenly they found them

selves in competition with a whole array of

institutions ranging from Oxbridge to the

new universities - and they were forced to

think about their niches, their markets,

and their sources of funding. There should

be a healthy diversity among academic

institutions; and it is for the market to

identify the value of particular qual ifica
tions in various contexts.

• Do we actually have a higher educa

tion system, in the sense of a set of pur

pose-designed institutions, each fulfilling a

particular function? We have too many

'universities' but not enough institutions to

respond to the country's development

needs. 'Reconfiguring the institutional

landscape' was not tackled by the NCHE,

but the language has crept into the Green

and White Papers. It is not a question of

abandoning or closing down some universi

ties but re-inventing or re-imagining them.

For example, they could be highly effective

as outlying campuses in a significantly

improved system of distance education; or

historically black universities in the rural

areas could be redefined as undergraduate

colleges or rural development institutions.

But how much influence should the Minis

ter have on what individual universities

should be and what they should teach '?

• Universities and technikons must

carve niches for themselves, but given the

shortage of competent people in govern

ment, and even in the educational institu

tions, it will be difficult for national educa

tion authorities to assist them in determin

ing those niches, or to assess their strate

gic and operational plans and funding
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In the period

1994 - 1997, the

matric cohort was

growing by well

over five percent

per annum but

the number of

university

entrance passes

dropped from

88 000 to

69 000.
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Do we actually

have a higher

education

system, in the

sense of a set of

purpose

designed

institutions, each

fulfilling a

particular

function?

needs, and then hold them accountable.

• Universities must become more effi

cient centres of teaching and learning. The

disjuncture between what secondary

schools are producing and what is needed

in the universities can only be addressed

by more effective teaching, better curricu

la, and the effective use of technology.

• Should all universities be expected to

make good the deficiencies of the school

. system'? This is a wasteful use of

resources, demoralises staff, and does not

facilitate the universities' performance of

their distinctive functions.

• Technology can change the way our

universities operate in terms of their infor

mation resources, methods of instruction

and outreach, and in establishing links

among themselves and with institutions in

other countries; but the strategic resources

which would enable universities to take

advantage of technological developments

are in short supply.

• Regional cooperation among universi-

ties is badly needed - but there will be lit

tle cooperation in rationalising faculties,

library resources, information technology

and research development unless both

stick and carrot are used.

• We must not underestimate the extent

to which institutions are responding to real

ities. Difficult decisions are being taken, for

example about retrenchments and stronger

administrative interventions which have a

profound impact on institutional culture

and expectations that have built up over the

years. Facing up to realities can be costly,

not least in terms of human pain.

• Perhaps its too soon to panic. The

enormous problems of numbers, access,

quality and funding are not unique. These

challenges face universities the world over.

There are no quick solutions. QUI' prob

lems are sharpened by the apartheid past

but do not stem wholly from it. There is

much to be learnt from the experiences of

other countries, particularly multicultural
societies such as India.

Government's approach to 'transformation'

The White Paper on Higher

Education (July 1997) sets out

comprehensive proposals for the

'transformation' of this sector, but

the concept itself is still contest

ed, and many of its practical

implications remain to be

resolved. The Higher Education

Act (December 1997) has now

established a legislative basis for

the process.

Higher education is to be

planned, governed and funded as

a single coordinated system

embracing universities, tech

nikons and colleges.

The White Paper envisages an

expanded system, targeting black

and women students in particular,

with greater responsiveness to

societal interests and needs; more

distance education; a national

laddered qualifications frame

work, with coordinated quality

assurance; the development of a

sustainable system of financial aid

for students; and organs of coop

erative governance in each insti

tution and for the sector as a

whole, under the ultimate control

of the Minister advised by the

Council for Higher Education.

Its informing principles are to

be equity and redress, democrati

sation, development and qual i ty,

effectiveness and efficiency, acad

emic freedom and institutional

autonomy together with public
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accountability.

A planning framework will

coordinate national and institu

tional three-year rolling plans,

with broad race and gender tar

gets, which will also provide a

basis for funding student places

for approved programmes.

A national research plan is to

be developed, as well as a nation

allanguages policy for higher

education. l3lock grants to univer

sities will be supplemented by

earmarked funding to attain

specific objectives. The planning

process wi II take into account the

special needs of historically black
institutions for additional

resources.
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The emerging system

Dr Jairam Reddy highlighted three

issues: some negative aspects of globalisa

tion, the costs of South African higher edu

cation, and capacity building.

The White Paper rightly says the high

er education system must engage with the

issue of globalisation. Certainly there are

two negative consequences which must be

confronted. A key message in the latest

UN Human Development Report concerns

the increasing gap between rich and poor

in the world - and as we know, our own

country already has one of the highest

income disparities. The chal1enge for the

emerging higher education system, which

boasts that it is moving away from the

ivory tower to embrace community work as

one of its core activities, is to respond to

the grotesque inequalities between the

developing and the developed world.

The second negative consequence of

globalisation is jobless growth, and the

prospect of 'the end of work' for 80 percent

of any country's population in the nexl

century. In South Africa there has been a

modest upturn in the economy, but there is

very lillie evidence of growth in employ

ment opportunities. Taken together, factors

such as the skewing of our higher educa

tion system towards the humanities and

social sciences, whites, and males, and to

universities rather than technikons and

technical co]]eges, do not augur well for

employment or job creation. In reconfigur

ing the institutional landscape these reali
ties must be taken into account. This is

where business, in concert with higher

education institutions, can contribute

through initiatives which develop an inter

active, synergistic relationship between

industry, the workplace and educational

institutions. We must explore initiatives in

cooperative education already in place in

countries such as the USA, Britain, India

and Malaysia.
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South Africa's expenditure on education

in general is relatively high by world stan

danls. Higher education gets 16 percent of

the education budget, and between 1991

and] 996 expenditure in this sector

increased more rapidly than in others. Why

then are our institutions currently in such

financial distress'? Firstly, the configuration

of our institutions renects the fragmentation

of the apartheid era, with costly duplica

tions and triplications of facilities. Secondly,

again due to the legacy of apartheid and

particularly the Bantu Education Act, South

Africa has increasingly large numbers of

under-prepared students who often take six

or seven years to complete a three-year

degree - which is certainly not cost-effec

tive. Thirdly, there is the phenomenon of the

inverted pyramid, with some 400 000 uni

versity students but only about half that

number in technikons. and an even smaller

number in technical colleges. Finally, the

method of delivery is significantly face to

face and residential, an expensive (<mn of

higher education. Although South Africa

has a sizeable distance education sector, it

too is not cost efficient.

Two instruments are now available 10

try and correct this situation: the ministry
in consultation with the CHE has the

power to reshape the institutional land

scape; and a new funding formula wi]] be

able to award programmes according to

capacity and costs. How these powers will

be exercised, and by whom, remains to be

seen.

Skills, expertise and experience will be

needed to implement the complex and far

reaching package of reforms that the

NCHE, the White Paper and the Act have

placed on the table. How is this cha]]enge

to be met when there is so clearly a short

age of human resources? The NCHE itself

showed the way. In the short span of ] 8

months it mobilised about 150 people both
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locally and from outside to undertake the

multiple tasks necessary to complete its

report. Regrettably there is still some

ambivalence in the Department of Educa

tion about outsourcing tasks. For example,

the NCHE proposed that a higher educa

tion project team should be established to

put the package of reforms in place; but 21

months after the NCHE reported, no pro

ject management team had been set up. By

now, a considerable amount of work could

have been done on a new student financial

aid scheme and on details of the funding

formula.

Human resource development

Policy for the

educational sector

has been

developed

independently of

GEAR, and

its broad

macroeconomic

and employment

goals.

Dr Nico Cloete observed that the overar

ching problem is that government does not

have a human resource development poli

cy. GEAR focused on fiscal and monetary

policy, and neglected human development

issues. There are no public expenditure

priorities to encourage the development of

high level skills needed in a competitive

global economy. In many fast-developing

countries, human resource development is

the priority; but in South Africa no attempt

has been made to integrate or link higher

education, human resource and business

resource development policies.

The NCHE proposed that government

should commit a constant percentage of

GDP to higher education. Universities

could then rationalise structures and pro

grammes, cooperate, make use of technol

ogy and become more efficient within a

framework of some financial certainty.

Some rationalisation is indeed taking

place in individual universities, and a

number of institutions (Natal University,

for instance) are cutting certain faculties

or departments. But there is no coordina

tion, no discussion with other institutions

about who is cutting what. While some

institutions have developed strategic

plans, others within the same region
haven't.

A rational future direction for higher

education requires skilled leadership.

Business and the higher education sector
will have to take the initiative.
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Discussion

• There is a crucial lack of unifying

leadership to bring the various government

policies together. Policy for the educational

sector has been developed independently of

GEAR, and its broad macroeconomic and

employment goals. This is also true in other

policy areas, such as the environment or the

labour market.

• We need a clear strategy for arriving at

a broad human resources development plan.

This cannot be the task of anyone govern

ment department. While some progress is

being made in setting up an inter-depart

mental task team to take this further, the

role of business and other players must also

be taken into account.

• Jobless growth for South Africa is an

appallingly difficult adjustment to the wider

world. No big business organisation in this

country expects to increase its employment.

That puts a huge onus on the smaller, new

enterprise sector. For the past two decades

in the US, growth has essentially come from

enterprises of less than 20 people, typically

in high brain activities as well as personal

and business services.

• The education sector must respond

appropriately to jobless growth. It is no good

producing employment fodder. We have to

teach people to think about taking their

careers into their own hands. Experiments

in various parts of the world are attempting

to inculcate entrepreneurial values through

education, and we must learn from these.
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• Policy work in higher education has

been too narrowly focused. Not enough

attention has been given to the links

between schooling, higher education and
further education.

• There is still a prevailing assumption

that all students are 18 to 22 year-olds. In

other countries we find institutions where

40 percent of the students are people who

are already working and need additional
skills. South African universities must

respond to similar demands. Whether the

students are working in the formal or

informal sector, they are part of the

Universities in Africa

Professor Donald Ekong said that with

the coming of political independence, uni

versities in Africa were seen as a principal

instrument for national development, to

produce qualified people to run the admin

istration and the professions, and generate

and apply relevant research. Before 1960

most of these countries had no university.

By the 1980s there were more than 100

universities in sub-Saharan Africa (though

only a few countries have more than one

university). Large subsidies and financial

support for students were accepted as nec

essary by both colonial and post-indepen

dence governments because few African

families could afford the high cost of uni

versity education.

However, since the 1980s higher edu

cation in much of Africa has been in crisis.

Institutions depend almost entirely on sub

ventions from the state, and the economic

crisis which has affected most African

countries resulted in drastic reductions in

funding for higher education. At the same

time there were enormous pressures for

access to these institutions, and enrol

ments continued to rise. The number of

schoolleavers qualifying for university
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desperately needed skills pool.

• Plant must be used more efficiently.

Our students are on expensive campuses

for only 28 weeks of the year. The plant is

under-utilised, together with the accompa

nying infrastructure of maintenance staff
and so on.

• Colleges of Education which are now

coming into the higher education sector

are grossly inefficient, largely lacking a

culture of work. There are many colleges

across the country which have 52 days

leave a year and where staff leave by
14hOO.

entrance increased explosively but there

weren't places in the system.

The responses of universities to these

challenges were generally inadequate. It

was widely accepted that, because of the

universities' key role in national develop

ment, the government had not only the

responsibility to fund them but also the

right to control their policies, programmes

and personnel. In most African countries,

with the notable exception of South Africa,

university principals (in some cases, even

deans and department heads) are appoint

ed by the governmenl. Economic factors

may be at the root of the current crisis in

African universities, but a more creative

management could have saved them from

the deplorable decline which has taken

place in so many countries. Many universi

ty managers simply blamed the government

for the crisis, and looked to government to

solve their problems.

As subsidies declined, the first things

to go were academic services; allocations

for research were cut, followed by cuts to

library acquisitions, staff development,

teaching facilities, equipment, and infra

structural maintenance. Frustrated by the

NU.\1BEH T\VO It)l)g
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Universal

direct

maintenance

grants or indirect

support through

virtually free

services lead to

inefficiency,

waste,

corruption, and

are not

sustainable.

worsening academic environment, talented

staff began to leave, and the quality of
instruction declined.

As many governments became increas

ingly authoritarian and oppressive, they

began to see universities as critics and

adversaries to be mastered and controlled

by a punitive reduction in funding.

In these difficult circumstances, it is

crucially important for universities to

become more proactive, to improve effi

ciency, and regain the initiative to reap

praise their goals, objectives and strategic

plans. University leaders should be in a

position actively to manage change. With

declining resources, informed strategic

choices are crucial if institutions are to

survive and maintain a credible level of

quality, and serve not only government but

other stakeholders in their societies.

It is essential for universities to reduce

their dependence on government subsidies

and to diversify their funding sources. Each

country has to develop arrangements appro

priate to its own economic and social cir
cumstances. Related to this is the need for

evolving a workable and sustainable

method of student support. Universal direct

maintenance grants or indirect supp0l1

through virtually free services lead to inef

ficiency, waste and corruption, and are no

longer sustainable. Viable alternatives must

be found - more easily said than done.

Access and equity also present

intractable challenges. Inadequate prepa

ration is not the main issue. Improvements

in basic education have led to a huge

demand for access to higher education -

but there are not enough places, and partic

ipation rates inmost sub-Saharan countries
remain the lowest in the world. Diversifica

tion in higher education is commonly advo

cated as the appropriate strategic response,

but few countries have made significant

progress in this respect.

On a more positive note, it must be said

that African institutions themselves have

been closely concerned with issues of qual

ity and relevance in teaching programmes

and research. There have been heavy

investments in staff development, with

demanding requirements for research and

publication in recognised journals. A com

mon strategy for stafT development was to

assure postgraduate fellowships for out

standing students, who would then be tied

to service in the uni versi ty for a fixed

period related to the length of their studies.

As a result, university stafT in most of sub

Saharan Africa are predominantly African,

usually very well qualified, with post

graduate qualifications, many of them from

some of the best universities in the world.

Graduates of African universities hold

important positions in government, busi

ness and academia not only in their own

countries but also in Europe, North

America and South Africa; convincing

evidence of the quality of their education.

But quality has costs if it is to be sustained.

A damaging consequence of the current
crisis is the enormous loss of human

capacity through the emigration of talented

faculty, and the reluctance of gifted students

to consider careers as the next generation
of academics.

Where is South Africa going?

Transformation

Dr Teboho Moja reminded the group

that transformation is a process which

means different things to different people.
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For some it is piecemeal, for others it

involves thoroughgoing radical change.

While its driving forces are a combination

of political, economic and educational
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considerations, the lrans{()rmation of South

A frican higher education has undoubtedly

been triggered by political change 

appealing to principles of equity, redress

and development.

Ownership of the transformation

process needs allention. Government and

the higher education sector worked togeth

er on transformation policy with very little

involvement from the private sector. This

was not by design. The NCHE experienced

a lack of interest on the part of the private

sector in gelling involved in policy fonnu

lation. Though business is an important

stakeholder, it has not played a major role

in the development of transformation poli

cy for higher education. There was scarcely

any response from business to nominate

people to participate in the process, and no

response at aJl to calls for submissions.

The transformation framework has been

described as the most ambitious and com

prehensive plan in the world. This is wor

rying in some ways; it may be over-ambi

tious. Transformation indicators and mech

anisms f()r monitoring the process must be

established, and responsibility for manag

ing the process must be clarified - whether

it is to be driven centrally or decentralised.
The success of transformation wiJl

depend on a number of factors. Political

will must be backed by capacity and finan

cial support. Change is expensive. Support

from the pri vate sector and other role play

ers will be vital - not only financial sup

port, but in sharing skills, providing capac

ity, and making inputs into the changing
curriculum.

Research

Dr Rolf Stumpf said that policy debates

in the last few years had not paid sufficient

allention to the generally accepted func

tions of universi ties - teach ing, research,

extension or community service. In partic

ular, the issue of research in relation to

transformation had not been thought

through adequately. Neither the NCHE
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report nor the White Paper integrated the

sections dealing with research systemically

into the rest of these pol icy documents.

It is generally accepted that in the uni

versity, teaching and research should not

be separated but must inform each other

continuously. The lack of debate about the

research function could result in an under

funding of research infrastructures and

their support systems. It could easily hap

pen - not by policy, not by design - that

some universities establish themselves as

excellent research centres, while others

gradually slide downwards, ending up de

facto as non-research institutions.

Another aspect which has not been

adequately considered in this context are

the possible effects of financial constraints

in shifting the research function in more

entrepreneurial directions. What impact

will this have on the basic fundamental

research function'? Are our institutions in

danger of concentrating only on applied

commercial research, or becoming short
term consultancies? Is South Africa run

ning down the stock of basic fundamental

knowledge, which is essential to its
surviva!'?

The qual ity of our research, and of the

research community itself, are also matters

f()r concern. For example, many research

proposals in the social sciences and

humanities evaluated by the HSRC f()r

grant funding do not meet international

scholarly requirements. Common defects

are sloppy proposal writing, a lack of

methodological rigour, poor research

design, inadequate acquaintance with new

developments and the latest literature in

the Geld, a poor capacity to conceptualise,

and difficulty in achieving a high level of

intellectual rigour.

The reason for this fairly bleak picture

is that those involved in higher education

have never reaJly grappled with these

issues and asked what globalisation, inter

national isation, and transformation

combined with funding constraints actually
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transformation
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ambitious in the

world.
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mean for research in the South African

higher education system.

University autonomy and
accountability

Professor Colin Bundy said that a dis

cussion of institutional autonomy does not

take one far unless it is coupled conceptu

ally with public accountability.

It is important to make a distinction

between the concepts of academic freedom

and university autonomy. 13ecause the two

are frequently conllated, there tends to be

confusion as to the content of each and

misunderstanding of their implications.

Academic freedom is a specific, named

right guaranteed in our new constitution. It

TEN TOUGH ISSUES

insists upon freedom from interference,

censure, obstacle or sanction in the pursuit

and practice of academic work. As an

indispensable prerequisite for independent

thought and enquiry, academic freedom is

a precondition of what universities are, or

aspire to be. It is a value inextricably
linked with the modern notion of a

uni versi ty.

Institutional autonomy is a more limit

ed concept, a different kind of val ue. It

demands a high degree of self regulation

and administrative independence with

respect to how a university admits its stu

dents, organises curricula, teaches and

examines, conducts research, and manages

its resources. If the notion of autonomy is

1The tertiary sector in SouthAfrica, in particular the universi

ty sector, is in crisis. There is a

great reluctance to spell out the

dimensions of this crisis publicly.

There is very little political space

for a free discussion of the critical

Issues.

2 What will government's'transformation' agenda for

universities mean in practice'?

How does this relate to building a

globally competitive nation'?

3What exactly does equitymean in the context of univer

sity education'? Does it apply to

individuals AND institutions'? Is

that really possible? If not, what

does equity mean in practice?

4 Excellent universities are notjust the product of money.

They require clear policies and

great leadership. How many

universities with internationally

competitive standards can South

Africa realistically aim to sustain'?

South Africa will be lucky if it can

afford even a small number of

world-class universities and find

the people to lead them.

5 Does a commitment to equaloppOItunities really mean that

money must be poured into univer

sities of poor quality'? What com

plementary functions could other

institutions in tertiary education

perform '?

6 Will government fundingpriorities inform and sharpen

the tough choices which have to be

made'?

7Do the priorities and outcomes of government policy

on the universities thus far comple-

ment or contradict government's

economic strategy?

8 Universities are bedevilled bythe problems and costs of

slow through-put, with too many

students taking too long to com

plete their degrees. Should all uni

versities be expected to make good

the school system's deficiencies'?

9 To what extent can the staterealistically be expected to

provide funding for student sup

port?

10 Is the Council for HigherEducation part of the

problem, or a mechanism which

can contribute towards a solution?

Given its broadly based composi

tion, which draws extensively on

the existing configuration, can it

reall y look at the national interest

objectively?

There needs to be open and honest debate about what is in the national interest.

Important choices are required.
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to have any coherence, universities should

not have anybody else meddl ing in these

facets. University autonomy is a condition

of effective self-governance.
Yet there are obvious limits to institu

tional autonomy. It is not an absolute right.

If no man is an island entire of himself,

then, equally, no university enjoys that

kind of insularity. Universities -like any

other institution - exist within society and

within the body politic. They pay rates and

taxes; they must follow the law as regards

(for example) industrial relations; they

must have their accounts audited; many of

their qualifications are validated by profes

sional bodies; and their internal regula
tions must conform to constitutional

requirements. There are a number of ways

in which autonomy is necessarily and

properly limited.

More than this: in the dramatic changes

which have affected universities globally

over the past 30 years, there has been a

much greater emphasis, in policy and in

practice, on the relation between autonomy

and accountability. Any account of how

higher education has altered in recent

decades would probably mention massifi

cation of student numbers, a fall instate

funding, and greater accountability. Higher

education is accountable on a range of

fronts - including to students, parents,
donors and research foundations. It is also

formally responsible for those public funds

which it receives. Public accountability in

higher education is imposed by making

public funding conditional on certain

levels of performance, adherence to broad

planning requirements, and so on.

A very important way in which public

accountability can delimit autonomy is

through a national agency or structure for

assessing or assuring quality. Three years

ago, the Committee of University

Principals (CUP) was told by a world

authority on quality assurance that South

Africa was one last remaining bastion of a

university system without a national quali

ty assurance system. A good deal has

taken place since then. The CUP has cre

ated a Quality Promotion Unit; the tech

nikons already possess one; and the High

er Education Act promulgated in Decem

ber 1997 requires a single national quality

assurance agency for the entire higher

education system.

South African universities should con

tinue to be vigilant in their defence of aca

demic freedom. They must make the case

that academic freedom is not only essential

to their identity, but also vital to a

democratic society. They should also

demand institutional autonomy - but in so

doing, must recognise that it is necessarily

limited in the ways sketched here. They

should also recognise that in our present

circumstances, claims to institutional

autonomy are viewed with suspicion by
those who see the notion as a shield

behind which opponents of transformation

could shelter.

University

autonomy is a

condition of

effective self-

govenance; it is

not an absolute

right. Higher

education is

accountable on a

range of fronts.

Business and the universities

Dr Nick Segal noted that he was not

speaking on behalf of business, but was

giving a personal perspective. Big business

in South Africa by and large takes its role

in the wider society very seriously. This is

exemplified by the chairman's funds which

CDE HOllND TABLE

on any international scale are large, ambi

tious and impressive. Starting historically

from a position of philanthropy, and trying

to plug gaps in government policy, busi

ness's involvement has become much more

strategic, more focused and more self-inter-
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Most captains of

industry are

likely to express

deep concern

about the

university sector.

They see crises; a

lack of clarity

about funding;

duplication and

look-alikes. They

see a shambles

In governance,

and are worried.

ested in the past decade.

The business community's concern is

also well illustrated by the major role

played by business-funded organisations

such as CDE, the Urban Foundation, the

NBl and Business Against Crime in deep

ening and enriching civil institutions.

Business faces the dilemma of having to

adjust simultaneously to the forces of inter

national competition and to the domestic

socio-political transition. At anyone point in

time, those two claims are in conflict. On a

longer time-frame they are mutually rein

forcing. The business sector has invested

serious sums of money and commitment of

intellect and management resources to facili

tate the transformation and economic devel

opment process, arguing for the establish

ment of liberal economic principles as

essential to achievement of a competitive

and prosperous democracy.

Business has long played a role in the

education sector through its corporate social

involvement funds, bursary schemes, and

other forms of support for individual institu

tions. Business wants a stable, modern soci

ety which works efficiently in all spheres. A

precondition for this is the quality of our

people, and the quality of our education sys

tem. The output hum the system is crucially

important to business's own competitiveness

In the present context it is striking how

difficult it is to get a coherent picture of the

university sector, let alone the wider system

of tertiary education. We need a thumbnail

sketch of the whole system - the issues con

fronting it, the direction in which it is devel

oping - which can be presented to the coun

try's captains of industlY.

The way in which tertiary education fits

into the national education system as a
whole must be clarified. If there is to be

meaningful, enduring par1icipation by the

private sector in policy processes and in

funding arrangements around the develop

ment of appropriate institutions in higher

education, the key parameters must be al1ic
ulated.
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There has been more than one reference

to the lack of strategic sectoral leadership in

higher education. The business sector is

unlikely to engage effectively and to comm:t
intellectual and financial resources without

clarity of purpose and a sense of forward
movement.

At present, most captains of industJy are

likely to express deep concern about what

they see in the university sector. They see

crises; a lack of elarity about funding; dupli
cation and look-alikes where there should be

differentiation playing to local 0ppOJ1unities

and particular strengths; they see a sham

bles in govemance, and they are wOlTied.
Confidence has to be restored.

We must learn from the experience of

other societies in dealing with challenges in

higher education. We labour under the spe

cial misfortune of having to deal with the

legacy of apartheid, but all the other dimen

sions of the transformation and modern

isation problems have to be faced in other
countries.

Important processes and forums were ini

tiated in the 1980s in various European

countries and in North America, which

brought together leaders in the business and

research communities, and also government

in some cases - for example, the Council for

Industry and Higher Education in Britain,

and the Government/University/Industry
Research Round Table in the USA.

The next step fi)r South Africa may be to

move towards the establishment of a mean

int,rful (arum in which business and universi

ties can address issues of mutual concern.

The initiative taken to host today's round

table is unquestionably useful. A process

has been started which offers the 0pp0l1unity

to engage business leadership with these

kinds of issues so that over time there will

be a far better understanding and apprecia

tion of the mutual interests of higher educa

tion, govemment and business.
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Concluding remarks
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Rounding off the day's proceedings, Ann

Bernstein highlighted some of the issues

raised and offered further pointers for the
second CDE round table on universities.

• When government policy advisers or

officials talk about 'the Rolls Royce of

labour legislation' or 'the most ambitious

and comprehensive transformation plan in

the world', one's heart sinks. South Africa

is a moderately-sized developing country

in the midst of a complex political and

economic transition. We cannot aIIord nor

implement grand and heroic state pol icies

or programmes. Over-ambitious policies

will never be implemented because this

society does not have the capacity to do so.

• A policy that looks good on paper or

excellent in theOlY but requires manage
ment and other skills that South Africa

does not have, is NOT a good policy for

this society at all. The education sector

(and others) in South Africa should not

pretend we live in some industrialized,

highly skilled, well-ordered small society.

• For the foreseeable future policy

makers should always underestimate state

capacity in this country. That is the hard

reality. [t might not be what we want but is

the actual context in which policies will be

implemented. One has only to read the

recent government report on the provinces to

know how bad things really are. The inter

action between this imperfect context and
what needs to be done must be reconciled

into policies for the universities that are

modest in ambition and incremental in style.

• If something is working in the univer

sity system, understand it, nurture it and

preserve it. In our haste to 'transform' we

should be very careful not to undermine or

irrevocably destroy institutions and centres

of success that might not be perfect but are

the best we can hope for, for now. Destruc

tion will take a few short years, recreating

excellence will take generations.
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• Universities need to be realistic about

business. Throughout our discussion there

has been a tendency to talk of business as

if it was a unified entity. Far from it. The

business sector is highly individualistic

and extremely competitive in almost every

thing it does. This should be borne in

mind when government looks for 'business'

input on policy or implementation. Compa
nies and business leaders need to be

approached as individuals and separate

entities as well as through representative
business associations.

• There is a lack of national leadership

with respect to universities. Indi vidual

institutions contain many outstanding indi

viduals but when you look at the sector as

a whole there is an enormous vacuum.

Leadership from the government side is

extremely weak. Businesses too, have not

applied their collective minds and formu

lated a strategic approach to the future of

South African universities and their own

interests in the direction of change in this
sector.

• It's not polite to say this but we

should honestly acknowledge that the

quality of research coming out of universi

ties now - at least in the field CDE knows,

social sciences - is unimpressive and of

declining value. Outputs are an issue of
critical national concern.

• Lastly, the issue 0(" universities as

community resources must be raised. If

you go to any American university, that

campus is never empty. The fantastic facil

ities and resources are open to schools,

communities and non-university learners

in stunning and inventive ways. By defini
tion universities are elite institutions but

they can and should open up far more to

their communities - swimming pools, ten

nis courts, playing fields, libraries, rooms

with electricity that can be hired oul. Why

is this not happening?
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If something is

working in the

university system,

understand it,

nurture it,

preserve it.

Destruction will

take a few short

years; recreating

excellence will

take generations.
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, Higher education receives a disproportionately high

investment from business. Business is unlikely to
commit additional intellectual and financial

resources without clarity of purpose and a sense of
forward movement in this sector. ~
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